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Risk Management Division
Risk Management is a Division of the Finance Department and serves as the insurance company for
the City. The Risk Management Division was established to provide risk prevention and mitigation
services aimed at reducing the City’s overall losses, in a manner which supports the City’s strategic
mission and objectives. Additionally, the Risk Management Division strives to continuously improve
the delivery of such services. Risk Management works with Occupational Health and Safety in
identifying areas for training or prevention.
The many services provided by Risk Management include the adjustment of liability claims, which
include property damage, bodily injury and physical damage. In addition, Risk Management is
responsible for “Employee Dishonesty” bonds covering all employees. Risk Management
administered vehicle titles for 378 purchased/sold/seized/auctioned vehicles in FY17. Risk
Management, in concert with Occupational Safety and Health, is working with the operating
departments via the Risk Management Safety Review Committee and Central Safety & Health
Committee to assist in making the workplace a safe one for
all employees. There are two Claims Adjusters for liability
and one Claims Adjuster handling workers’ compensation
The stated mission of the
claims for city employees who are injured on the job. Risk
Risk Management Division
Management also provides insurance coverage for all city
is: to “actively protect the
owned buildings and, vehicles as well as all city owned
property. The stated mission of the Risk Management
present and future assets
Division is: to “actively protect the present and future
of the City of Virginia
assets of the City of Virginia Beach government while
Beach government while
providing the services to maintain a high quality of life
for its citizens.”
providing the services to

maintain a high quality of

The goal of risk management is threefold: to create a safe
life for its citizens.”
workplace; to prevent catastrophic financial losses that
have the potential to bankrupt a government; and to
provide budgetary stability. Risk management eliminates
or reduces the detrimental effects of those risks that cannot be avoided, and protects the
government and its employees from unnecessary loss. The city is exposed to a variety of accidental
losses and has established a risk management strategy that attempts to manage and minimize the
cost of risk. Risk control techniques have been established to reasonably assure city employees are
aware of their responsibilities regarding loss exposures related to their duties. In addition, these
techniques have been established to reduce possible losses to property owned or under the control
of the city. The following programs provide specific details of each area.


Self-Insured Claims Administration – Workers’ Compensation, General Liability, and Auto
Liability in accordance with legal requirements
 Insurance Procurement
 Vehicle Titling
 Payment of Legal and other Costs in Defending Claims
Risk Management is generally defined as exposure identification; risk evaluation; risk control;
risk funding; and risk management administration, all aimed at minimizing the city’s Total Cost
of Risk.
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Total Cost of Risk
The Risk Management Division accounts for all costs through the Risk Management Internal Service Fund.
Included in the Supporting Data Section Exhibits 8 to 10 are the FY17 financial statements for the Risk
Management Internal Service Fund. These include the Statement of Net Position; the Statement of
Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Position; and the Statement of Cash Flows. It is important to
note that the Risk Management Division has $37.7 million in outstanding accrued estimated liability for
claims and judgments and the Fund has a deficit of $22.2 million at June 30, 2017.
Total cost of the Risk Management function in FY17 was $15.7 1 million, a $780,000 or 5.3% increase
over prior year. Risk Management’s expenses include the following categories:
 Workers’ Compensation Claims – Amounts to cover medical, indemnity and expenses of claims. Total
cost was $9.9 million, about a $566,000 or 5.4% decrease from prior year.
 Insurance Premiums – Amounts to purchase insurance coverage. Total cost was $2.8 million, about a
$46,000 or 1.7% increase over prior year.
 General and Auto Liability Claims – Amounts to cover bodily injury, property damage and expenses
of claims. Total cost was $2.2 million, about a $1.3 million or 156% increase over prior year.
 Administrative Costs – Amounts to cover salaries and benefits, legal costs, contractual costs, and
other costs incurred for day-to-day operations. Total cost was $873,280, about an $18,000 or 2%
decrease from prior year.

Figure 1

Full-Time Equivalents (FTEs) are used as an exposure basis to trend the Cost of Risk for the Risk Management function. As shown in the chart on the next page (Figure 2), the total Cost of Risk per FTE increased
each year between FY13 and FY15. The trend then changed and Cost of Risk per FTE decreased in
FY16 and FY17.
1 In order

to facilitate comparison with previous fiscal years, this figure does not include an increase in actuarial liability of $6.6M.
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Figure 2

The Total Cost
of Risk per
FTE for
FY17 was
$2,118,
down .1%
from FY16.

The FY13 to FY17 expenses were further reviewed by expense category per FTE (Figure 3). When
reviewing these categories, most of the fluctuations were attributable to Workers’ Compensation
Claims while the other categories: Administrative Costs, General and Auto Liability Claims, and
Insurance Premiums, remained relatively flat.

Workers’
Compensation as a
percentage of Total
Cost of Risk per FTE
increased between
FY13 and FY15
from 63% to 78%.
The trend reversed in
FY16. In FY17, Total
Cost of Risk per FTE
decreased a further
8% from FY16.
Figure 3

The total cost of risk remained relatively flat from FY16 to FY17. Workers’ compensation continues
to be a significant portion of the Division’s activities. Medical costs and lost wages are the major
drivers of the costs. The following sections provide more details on the total cost of risk for FY17.

Actuarial Analysis
Risk Management performs a biannual actuarial analysis, which is conducted by an accredited actuarial
firm. The estimated claims and judgments liability of $37,732,500 reported in the Fund at June 30,
2017 is based on the requirements of Governmental Accounting Standards Board Statement No. 10,
which requires that a liability for claims be reported if information prior to the issuance of the financial
statements indicates that it is probable that a liability has been incurred at the date of the financial
statements and the amount of the loss can be reasonably estimated. The City prepares a biannual
update of the actuarial liability and believes the estimates contained in its latest actuarial analysis,
dated June 30, 2017, substantially reflects estimated claims and judgments for the period ending June
30, 2017.
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Risk Management Division Activities
Workers’ Compensation Program
Workers’ compensation is the highest priority for Risk Management due to its financial impact. The
workers’ compensation program is the mechanism by which statutory benefits prescribed by Virginia
state law are provided to an employee due to a job-related injury (including death) resulting from
an accident or occupational disease.
There are two major types of benefits paid by the city for workers’ compensation related injuries.
The first type of benefit is medical benefits, which include payment for medical treatment, causally
related to the compensable accident. The treatment must be provided for as long as necessary.
Treatment is generally provided by a physician chosen from a panel of at least three physicians
provided by the city. The second type of benefit is indemnity benefits. When incapacity from work
is total, the city must pay 66 2/3% of the employee’s average weekly wages for up to 500 weeks.
The workers’ compensation program includes a claims management function. This function entails the
management of the city’s third-party liability and workers’ compensation claims. The Risk
Management Division employs a Third Party Administrator (TPA), CorVel Corporation, to assist with
the administration of the Workers’ Compensation program. Services provided by the TPA include
claims investigation, establishing loss reserves, claims adjusting, and claims payment processing.
Table 1

The total cost of the workers’ compensation
program was $10.7 million in FY17.
Included in this amount are claims payments,
annual administrative fee to the TPA, and
excess insurance premium (explained later in
the Insurance Premiums section) (Table 1).

Workers’ Compensation Claims
Total paid on workers’ compensation claims was $9.9 million representing 63% of the total
payments in FY17 (Table 2). There are three types of claims under the Virginia Workers’
Compensation Act. The three types of claims are:
 Report Only – a claim where an employee reports a minor accident or close call that does not
require medical attention, and generally does not have any associated costs.
 Medical Only – a claim where an employee reports an accident that does not result in lost time
or permanent disability but does require medical treatment.
 Indemnity – a claim where an employee is injured to the extent that they are unable to work and
incur lost time (temporary or permanent disability) and generally also requires medical
treatment.
Table 2
Also included in the costs of workers’
compensation claims are:
 Medical Bill Review – charges paid to the
TPA to review medical bills for proper
reimbursement.
 Nurse Case Managers – handle cases
involving complex medical care.
 Prescription Drugs – charges related to
pharmaceuticals.
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The City continues to pay workers’ compensation claims/benefits after the employee is no longer an
active employee (service retired, disability retired, or terminated) and paid $4.7 million, or 47.4%
in benefits to inactive employees in FY17. The following table (Table 3) provides an analysis of
amounts paid by claim type, employee status and cost distribution. The three cost elements are:


Indemnity – lost time payments for disability as well as settlement contributions for partial and
total disability.
 Medical – payments for medical care including prescriptions and nurse case management.
 Expense – payments associated with bill review, investigations, legal costs and other
administrative costs associated with the management and resolution of the case.
Table 3

The following table (Table 4) shows the number of retirements by type since FY13. Total retirements
were 191 for FY17, an increase of 20 or 12% since FY13.
Table 4

The aforementioned referred to payments made in FY17 for workers’ compensation claims/benefits.
The amounts include payments made for claims incurred in FY17 as well as previous fiscal years. The
following information refers to new claims incurred in FY17. The amounts include payments made on
claims incurred in FY17 and the associated loss reserves.
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There were a total of 1160 new workers’ compensation claims filed in FY17. Included in the total are
Report Only claims (461 claims), Medical Only claims (444 claims) and Indemnity claims (255 claims).
Report Only claims generally do not have any cost associated with the claim; therefore, the following
includes only Medical Only claims and Indemnity claims.
Frequency and Severity are key elements to consider in measuring the costs of the workers’
compensation program. Frequency (of Losses) is a measure of the number of occurrences of a loss for a
specific period of time. Severity (of Losses) is a loss characteristic which indicates the size of losses in
terms of the dollar amount expected to be paid over the life of the claim. The claims were grouped into
“Incurred Layers” of claims valued at less than $5,000, between $5,000 and $50,000, between
$50,000 and $250,000, between $250,000 and $500,000, and greater than $500,000.
There were 699 Medical only and Indemnity claims filed in FY17 totaling about $3.6 million in incurred
workers’ compensation losses. Incurred losses are the total amount of paid claims and loss reserves
associated with a particular period of time.
81% (569 claims) of claims filed in FY17 were valued less than
$5,000 while 17% (116 claims) were valued between $5,000
and $50,000 and only 2% (13 claims) were valued between
$50,000 and $250,000. Only one claim filed in FY17 was
valued greater than $250,000 as of 6/30/2017.

Figure 4

While 98% of the claims have values of $50,000 or
less, they account for 36% ($2.3 million) of the costs.
The smallest claims, valued less than $5,000, represent
only 8% ($497K) of the costs. In comparison, 64%
($4.1 million) of the costs are attributed to only 2% of
the claims, or those valued more than $50,000.

Figure 5

As shown in the pie charts above (Figures 4 & 5), a small percentage of claims (19%) account for a
large portion of the costs (92
%). A review of the type of claim indicates that Indemnity claims, claims with lost time, account for 85%
of the costs but are only 36% of the claims as shown in the pie charts below (Figures 6 and 7).

Figure 6

Figure 7

64% (444 claims) of claims filed in FY17 were Medical only claims while 36% (255 claims) were Indemnity claims.
Indemnity claims account for 85% ($3 million) of the costs while representing only 36% of the claims. Medical Only
claims account for 15% ($557K) of costs while representing 64% of the claims.
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While frequency and severity are key elements to consider in measuring costs of the workers’
compensation program, another factor to consider is the frequency of severe claims. 64% of the
costs in FY17 were valued greater than $50,000 at 6/30/2017, and it is expected that the costs
of these claims will increase as the claims develop and mature. Loss development is the difference
between the original loss as initially reserved and its subsequent evaluation later. Adjustments in loss
reserves occur because information needed to establish precise reserves might not be available at
the time the claim is filed and the medical information necessary to establish the reserve will not be
forthcoming until weeks or even months into the claim. The chart below (Figure 8) shows the
development of claims between FY13 and FY17, and demonstrates the increase in incurred losses as
the claims age.
Figure 8





Claims occurring in FY13
were valued at $4.5 million
at 12 months, $6.8 million at
24 months and $9.3 million
at 60 months, which shows
that the incurred losses have
increased 107% over their
original values in five years.
Claims occurring in FY16
have increased 34% over
their original value in one
year, and claims that
occurred in FY17 can be
expected to do the same.

To facilitate a comparison of FY17 claims to past fiscal year claims that have developed and
matured, the incurred but not reported (IBNR2) reserve calculated in the most recent actuarial study3
was used to estimate the ultimate value of incurred losses in the chart below (Figure 9). Total
incurred and IBNR for all years are valued as of 6/30/2017.
Figure 9

New claims that occurred
in FY17 are estimated to
have an ultimate incurred
loss of $9.4 million
including an IBNR of $5.8
million. This is a decrease
of $22K from FY16
ultimate incurred loss of
$9.5 million including an
IBNR of $4.1 million.

2 IBNR is the unpaid claim

estimate for: (a) events that have occurred for which claims have not been reported as of the accounting date, (b) future development of the
case reserves, (c) claims that have been reported but not yet recorded in the loss listing, and (d) claims that have been closed but that will be reopened.
3 Actuarial Study of Unpaid Losses and ALAE as of June 30, 2017 - Oliver Wyman of Marsh & McLennan Companies
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The Incurred layers of all Indemnity claims were reviewed, since these claims accounted for 85% of
the costs (Figure 7), to show what the frequency and severity distribution may be once FY17 claims
are fully developed and matured (Figures 10 and 11).
Figure 10




Figure 11

The smallest claims, valued less than $5,000 per claim, account for 58% of all Indemnity claims, however
they represent only 2% of the costs.
In comparison, claims valued greater than $50,000 per claim account for only 12% of all Indemnity
claims, but represent 79% of the costs.

It is important to note that a few catastrophic claims, those greater than $500,000, contributed to a
significant portion of the costs in prior fiscal years. To minimize the distortion in the average cost per
claim, the following loss data was capped at $500,000 per claim. In addition, Medical Only claims
accounted for 64% of the claims (Figure 6) while contributing to only 15% of the costs (Figure 7). Due to
this disparity, and to minimize the distortion in the average cost per claim, the following loss data
includes only Indemnity claims.

The frequency of claims per 100 FTE had a slight increase in FY14 but has decreased each year since then, while
the average severity per claim increased 20% in FY17 from FY16. When combined, these factors point to
potential higher overall costs.
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The cost distribution of claims filed in FY17 was reviewed (Figure 13) by evaluating three cost
elements: Indemnity, Medical and Expense.






Indemnity - loss wage payments for disability as
well as settlement contributions for partial and
total disability, and accounted for 14%.
Medical - payments for medical care including
prescriptions and nurse case management, and
accounted for 76%.
Expense - payments associated with bill review,
investigations, legal costs and other
administrative costs associated with
management and resolution of the case, and
accounted for 10%.

Figure 13

Insurance Procurement
Insurance procurement is another key function within the Risk Management Division. This function
consists of the procurement of the city’s property insurance policies, insurance verification for vendors
and contractors, and contractual review of insurance and indemnification provisions for the various
contracts and agreements entered into by the city. It includes first party insurance that indemnifies the
owner or user of property for its loss when the damage is caused by a covered peril such as fire or
explosion. Insurance also covers the financial loss due to business interruption. Current policy limits are
$1 billion with $50,000 deductible (peril coverage). In FY17, Risk Management reviewed 571
contracts for insurance requirements for vendors and contractors that do work for the city.
Property Limits – The Risk Management Fund will pay property losses such as wind, fire, flood,
earthquake, explosion, etc. The total amount of any loss payable from the Risk Management Fund
shall not exceed the actual cost to repair, restore, or replace property in like kind and quality.
The city purchases several lines of excess insurance to protect its assets and operations. These include
general liability, automobile liability, property, and workers’ compensation. The city procures these
lines of coverage to supplement its self-insurance program. See Exhibit 7 in the Supporting Data
Section for additional information on policies. The Self-Insurance Internal Service Fund finances the
city’s liability losses up to $2 million and purchases excess liability coverage up to $10 million per
occurrence and $20 million in aggregate. Once the Self-Insured Retention has been exceeded, the
additional loss expenses are reimbursed to the city by the excess insurer.

Insurance Premiums
Table 5

Total paid on insurance premiums was $2.8 million
representing 18% of the total payments in FY17.
The following types of insurance coverage were
purchased:
Fire and Property – indemnifies the owner or
user of property for its loss when the damage is
caused by a covered peril such as a fire or
explosion. Also covers the financial loss due to
business interruption.
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Excess coverage for Workers’ Compensation, Motor Vehicle and General Liability – supplements
the City’s self-insurance program and provides coverage once the self-insured retention (SIR)
limits have been reached. SIR for workers’ compensation is $1.25 million, for motor vehicle
liability is $2 million and general liability is $2 million.
Other Miscellaneous Liability – several policies are purchased to provide liability coverage for:
aviation, medical professionals, crime, TULIP, equine, marina, volunteers, etc.
Public Officials Liability – provides coverage for the errors and omissions of public officials.

Liability Claims Program
Total paid on Liability claims was $2.2 million representing 14% of the total payments in FY17.
Liability claims consist of the following:
Table 6




General Liability – claims other than automobile
and professional liability.
Auto Liability – claims involving automobiles.

The costs in Table 6 do not include payments made
directly by individual departments, or the costs to
repair city vehicles, which is absorbed by the city garage and then charged back to individual
departments.

General Liability Claims
General liability insurance protects the city from most liability exposures other than automobile
and professional liability. The city self-insures for claims of $2 million or less. Approximately 90%
of all general liability claims manifest themselves soon after an incident and liability
determinations are made quickly. All claims are thoroughly investigated with a prompt response in
the way of either payment or denial. In the last four years the city has been promptly
investigating, paying or denying claims within 30 to 60 days. Statistics will support the facts that
the longer a claim is open, the more expensive it will become. Additionally, the city has
aggressively applied depreciation to property damage claim settlements, when applicable,
further reducing payment amounts. All general liability claims have been adjusted in-house with no
outside assignments other than appraisal services. Finally, we do not solicit claims and rarely open
a claim file until the written notice of claim is actually received.
Frequency and Severity are key elements to consider in measuring the costs of the general liability
claims. Frequency (of Losses) is a measure of the number of occurrences of a loss for a specific
period of time. Severity (of Losses) is a loss characteristic which indicates the size of losses in terms
of the dollar amount expected to be paid over the life of the claim. The claims were grouped into
“Incurred Layers” of claims valued at less than $5,000, between $5,000 and $25,000, between
$25,000 and $50,000, between $50,000 and $100,000, and greater than $100,000.
There were a total of 293 new general liability claims filed in FY17 totaling $287,034 in incurred
general liability losses. Incurred losses are the total amount of paid claims and loss reserves
associated with a particular period of time. Denied claims are included in the $0-5K incurred
layers.
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96.7% (283 claims) of claims filed in
FY17 were valued less than $5,000 while
2.7% (8 claims) were valued between
$5,000 and $25,000 and only 0.3% (1
claim) was valued between $25,000 and
$50,000, and only 0.3% (1 claim) was
valued over $100,000. No claims filed in
FY17 were valued between $50,000 and
$100,000 as of 06/30/2017.

Figure 14

The smallest claims, valued less than $5,000
each, are 96.7% of the claims; however they
represent only 25% ($71,670) of the costs. In
comparison, 75% ($215,364) of the costs are
attributed to less than 4% of the claims,
or those valued greater than $5,000.
Figure 15

As shown in the pie charts above (Figures 14 and 15), a small percentage of claims (less than 4%)
account for a large portion of the costs (96.7%). The chart below (Figure 16) shows the incurred layers
of claims between FY13 and FY17, and clearly shows that high severity claims account for the majority
of the costs.
Figure 16

While frequency and severity are key elements to consider in measuring costs of the general
liability claims, another factor to consider is the frequency of severe claims. The frequency and
severity of the claims between FY13 and FY17 were reviewed and the results are shown in the pie
charts on the following page (Figures 17 and 18).
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Figure 17




Figure 18

The smallest claims, valued less than $5,000 per claim, account for just over 95% of all general liability
claims, however they represent only 22% of the costs.
In comparison, claims valued greater than $25,000 per claim account for less than 1% of all general
liability claims, but represent 45% of the costs.

As shown in the pie charts above (Figures 17 and 18), a few claims (1%), those greater than $25,000,
contributed to a significant portion of the costs (45%) between FY13 and FY17. Due to this disparity, and
to minimize the distortion in the average cost per claim, the following loss data was capped at $25,000
per claim. In addition, denied claims are included 4 in the frequency in the pie chart on the previous page
(Figure 17) and account for 44% of the claims valued less than $5,000 while contributing nothing to the
costs. Due to this disparity, and to minimize the distortion in the average cost per claim, the following loss
data excludes denied claims.

The frequency of
claims in FY17 has
increased 7.1%
over FY16, and has
increased 15.3%
since FY13. The
average severity
per claim in FY17
has decreased
17.7% from FY16,
and has decreased
46% since FY13.

General Liability and Public Official’s Liability Limits – General liability and public official’s liability losses
are paid from the Risk Management Fund, either wholly or to the extent of the self-insured retention
amount of any general liability or public official’s liability insurance maintained by the city. The city’s
excess liability policy with States Self-Insured Risk Retention Group (STATES) also covers general
liability and public officials’ liability claims.
4 Denied claims were included

in the frequency since they must be reviewed and/or litigated by the claims adjuster.
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Automobile Liability Claims
There are many factors that affect the adjustment of automobile liability claims. There are often issues
of contributory negligence, sovereign immunity and personal injuries. They can sometimes settle quickly
when liability can be clearly established, although some claims can take years to litigate when there are
multiple parties involved and issues that can only be resolved through the court system. Many small
claims are easy to assess and settle. A small number of claims can result in some high payouts for severe
injuries. Typically, except those with bodily injury, an automobile liability claim file is opened when a
written notice of claim is received. All automobile claims have been investigated and handled within the
Risk Management Division versus being sent to an independent adjustment company. Bodily injury claims
are negotiated either directly with the claimant or with their attorneys. Outside appraisers are used to
inspect and provide written repair estimates assuring that we pay for only accident related damages,
use aftermarket parts when available and pay prevailing labor rates.
Frequency and Severity are key elements to consider in measuring the costs of the automobile liability
claims. Frequency (of Losses) is a measure of the number of occurrences of a loss for a specific period of
time. Severity (of Losses) is a loss characteristic which indicates the size of losses in terms of the dollar
amount expected to be paid over the life of the claim. The claims were grouped into “Incurred Layers”
of claims valued at less than $5,000, between $5,000 and $25,000, between $25,000 and $50,000,
between $50,000 and $100,000, and greater than $100,000.
There were a total of 67 new automobile liability claims filed in FY17 totaling $215,046 in incurred
automobile liability losses. Incurred losses are the total amount of paid claims and loss reserves
associated with a particular period of time. Denied claims are included in the $0-5K incurred layers.
88% (59 claims) of claims filed in FY17 were
valued less than $5,000 while 9% (6 claims)
were valued between $5,000 and $25,000 and
only 3% (2 claims) were valued between
$25,000 and $50,000. There were zero FY17
claims valued more than $50,000 as of
06/30/2017.

Figure 20

The smallest claims, valued less than $5,000
each, are 88% of the claims; however they
represent only 39% ($82,749) of the costs.
In comparison, 61% ($132,315) of the costs
are attributed to only 12% of the claims, or
those valued between $5,000 and $50,000.
Figure 21

As shown in the pie charts above (Figures 20 and 21), a small percentage of claims (12%) account for a
significant portion of the costs (61%). The chart below (Figure 22) shows the incurred layers of claims
between FY13 and FY17, and shows that high severity claims have historically accounted for the
majority of the costs. FY17 shows a departure from that trend.
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Figure 22

While frequency and severity are key elements to consider in measuring costs of the automobile
liability claims, another factor to consider is the frequency of severe claims.
The frequency and severity of the claims between FY13 and FY17 were reviewed and the results
are shown in the pie charts below (Figures 23 and 24).

Figure 23




Figure 24

The smallest claims, valued less than $5,000 per claim, account for 81% of all automobile liability
claims, however they represent only 14% of the costs.
In comparison, claims valued greater than $25,000 per claim account for 4% of all automobile
liability claims, but represent 64% of the costs.

As shown in the pie charts above (Figures 23 and 24), a few claims (4%), those greater than
$25,000, contributed to the majority of the costs (64%) between FY13 and FY17. Due to this
disparity, and to minimize the distortion in the average cost per claim, the following loss data was
capped at $25,000 per claim. In addition, denied claims are included in the frequency in the pie
chart above (Figure 23) and account for 16% of the claims valued less than $5,000 while
contributing nothing to the costs. Due to this disparity, and to minimize the distortion in the average
cost per claim, the following loss data excludes denied claims.
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The frequency of claims
in FY17 is relatively flat
from FY13, while the
average severity per
claim in FY17
decreased 36% from
FY16 and decreased
22% since FY13.

Figure 25

Automobile Liability Limits - The Commonwealth of Virginia, Department of Motor Vehicles certifies
the City of Virginia Beach as a self-insurer for automobile liability. Automobile liability losses are
paid from the Risk Management Fund either wholly or to the extent of the self-insured retention
amount (currently at $2,000,000) of any automobile liability insurance program maintained by the
city. The city’s excess liability policy with STATES provides up to $10,000,000 for any one
occurrence and $20,000,000 in aggregate for claims in any one year period.

Administrative Function

Table 7

Administrative Costs
Total paid on Administrative Costs was
$873,280 representing 5% of the total
payments in FY17. The Division serves as
the internal insurance company for the city
to protect present and future assets.
Administrative costs are the costs of the day-to-day operations of the division that are not directly
associated with workers’ compensation claims, liability claims or insurance premiums.

Disaster Recovery/Public Assistance Services
An important function of the Risk Management Division is the recovery of city assets after a disaster.
The Stafford Act authorizes financial assistance to State and local governments following
presidentially declared major disasters and emergencies. The Stafford Act describes the
declaration process, the types and extent of assistance that may be provided, and fundamental
eligibility requirements. The City of Virginia Beach was impacted by Hurricane Matthew October 8
and 9, 2016. The City observed flooding in neighborhoods that had not seen that level of flooding
in the past and in communities that were not as well covered with flood insurance. We had over
2,500 private citizen properties that were affected by Hurricane Matthew and of those properties,
about 1,400 were affected by flood waters. We had reports as high as 18 inches in homes and
some as high as two feet in garages. The City sustained significant damage to the landfill and the
Dam at Stumpy Lake. Damage estimates for private property was over $40 million and public
damage assessment was estimated to be just under $14 million. We received a Federal
Declaration for Individual Assistance on November 1, 2016 and the declaration for Public
Assistance on December 2, 2016. This storm came on the heels of Hurricane Hermine (Labor Day
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weekend), which dropped an average of 10 inches of rain and the remnants of Tropical Depression
Julia (Sept. 15-18), which dropped an average of 11 inches of rain for our city. The City of
Virginia Beach had been approved for $8.1 million dollars in grants from FEMA and the Virginia
Department of Emergency Management and had not received payment for those grants as of June
30, 2017.

Subrogation Services
Subrogation is the process of seeking reimbursement from the responsible party and/or an
insurance company when the damages are caused by the negligence of others. The Risk
Management Division acts as the insurance company for the city and subrogates against the
responsible parties or their insurance companies for damages to city property. This includes vehicles,
buildings, trees, etc. We vigorously pursue subrogation claims against the responsible party or their
insurance companies and work with the City Attorney’s office when legal action becomes necessary.
In FY17, general and automobile liability claims recovered $450,056 through subrogation and
workers’ compensation claims recovered $197,890 through subrogation. The chart below (Figure
26) shows subrogation recoveries since FY13.
Figure 26

On occasion, it can take several months to get payment for damages from either the insurance
company or the responsible individual. Other times, we make payment plans with the responsible
party and have them sign stipulation agreements agreeing to regular monthly payments.
Risk Management attempts to collect money owed to city departments from responsible parties for
damages to city vehicles. When money is recovered, Risk Management reimburses Public Works/
Automobile Services for amounts less than $1,000 and the Insurance Recovery Fund for amounts
over $1,000. It is understood that departments with a larger number of vehicles on the road and
with the most mileage driven, tend to have a greater frequency of accidents.
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Industry Outlook
Property
The 2017 hurricane season has been one of the most active and financially disruptive in history.
With losses to the insurance industry expected to exceed $100 billion, we fully anticipate some
type of market correction. The property market has traditionally been very stable considering the
natural disasters we have seen over the recent years. Insured with hurricane losses will see rate
increases.

Casualty
The casualty marketplace continues to experience many different drivers influencing rate and
leading to market stabilization. While factors such as an aging workforce, distracted driving and
liberal class action certification have led to a material uptick in loss activity, historically high
capacity has allowed insurance carriers to aggressively new business. In the public sector, Law
Enforcement and Public Officials’ Liability remains a concern.

Excess Workers’ Compensation
US premium for workers’ compensation has grown steadily for the last few years. The early stage
of premium growth originated from increased rates and a decrease in competition. Increased
payrolls from an improving economy have contributed to the most recent growth. The excess
workers’ compensation market is becoming more competitive, although some insurers are not willing
to underwrite risks with high employee concentrations. Some insurers continue to require higher
retentions for police and firefighter exposures, typically in states with presumptive injury laws.
Medical costs continue to rise, with the Bureau of Labor Statistics advising that medical care costs
have risen 3.2% in Q1 2017 and are not projected to subside. In Virginia, the legislature
successfully passed requirements for the Virginia Workers’ Compensation Commission to implement
a fee schedule for medical treatment provided to injury workers. The fee schedule will go into
effect January 1, 2018 and the outcome of that fee schedule and how it will affect the insurers is
still in question.

Drones
Public entities’ use of unmanned aerial systems, or drones, is rapidly increasing. The City of Virginia
Beach does own and utilize drones. Insurers concerned about the potential risks have taken varied
approaches to coverage. Some have offered coverage as an extension to general liability policies;
others consider drone use to be purely an aviation exposure. The City has purchased separate,
stand-alone coverage to address these assets.

What does all of this mean for the City?
The City of Virginia Beach is situated in a high probable maximum loss area and is subject to high
winds and flooding due to Hurricanes and Nor’ Easters. Rate increases are likely in the years
ahead on property insurance and casualty lines of business. Excess workers’ compensation rate
corrections are likely to continue as claim frequency increases due to economic influences and
volunteer exposures and as medical costs continue to rise. With the positive trends in severity for
the City of Virginia Beach in Workers’ Compensation claims, increases in self-insured retentions are
not as likely if that trend continues. Employment practices liability retention levels will likely increase
due to loss trends.
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Current Initiatives
Cost Containment
The Risk Management Division utilizes the services CorVel Corporation to provide third-party
administration of the workers’ compensation program. Cost containment continues to be a significant
concern for the city; therefore, the city employed CorVel for cost savings solutions.
CorVel offers a complete medical savings solution for all in-network and out-of-network medical bills
including PPO management, specialty networks, medical bill repricing, true line item review, expert fee
negotiations, professional nurse review, automated adjudication and electronic reimbursement.
The chart to the right
(Figure 27) shows the
savings from the medical
bill review services for
FY16 and FY17. In FY17,
cost savings amounted to
$2 million, a savings of
26%. In FY16, cost savings
amounted to $2.2 million,
also a savings of 26%.
Savings
in
FY17
decrease d $144,118
from the prior year;
however, savings as a
percentage of provider
charges remained flat
from FY16.

Figure 27

Figure 28

The chart to the left (Figure
28) shows the savings from
the pharmacy services
program for FY16 and
FY17. In FY17, cost savings
amounted to $401,627, a
savings of 28%. In FY16,
cost savings amounted to
$334,822, a savings of
28%. Savings in FY17
increased $66,805 or
20% over prior year.
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Medical Cost Containment Legislation
Historically, governmental strategies to contain medical costs in the workers’ compensation field have been
generally limited to legislation on a state-by-state basis. Many states have implemented fee schedules that list
maximum reimbursement levels for healthcare procedures; however, Virginia is not one of them. Virginia is only one
of five states that still use a “prevailing community rate” until this most recent legislative session.
Virginia House Bill 378 was passed in the legislative session as a result of the stakeholder group that was formed
as required from the previous year’s requirement from HB 1320 to bring parties together to establish a fee
schedule. It requires the Virginia Workers’ Compensation Commission (with the assistance of a firm with actuarial
expertise and national experience in developing fee schedules) to develop the fee schedule through regulations
using paid Virginia data from 2014 and 2015. The regulations are to become effective on January 1, 2018.
Future growth of fees under the fee schedule are limited by an inflation factor index and the Commission is
required to review and revise the fee schedules in the year after they become effective and biennially thereafter.

Return-to Work Program
The Return-to-Work (RTW) Program is a team approach to managing disability within our City departments. It is a
collaborative program that is managed by Human Resources/Occupational Safety and Health and Finance/Risk
Management and involves an entire team of stakeholders and advisors that are committed to ensuring the success of
the program. There is a full-time registered nurse assigned to the program as the Return-to-Work Coordinator. It
assists in cost reduction and is a benefit to our injured/ill members. It is an innovative process that ensures our
injured/ill members are provided the best medical services possible. The program shows our members that they
are valued and involves them in the recovery process. The Return-to-Work Program assists all members with either
job related or personal illness/disability concerns.
There are several goals of the Return-to-Work Program. Our first and primary goal is to retain our valued,
experienced members. Our second goal is to work with providers to provide enhanced benefits and exceptional
medical treatment to our injured/ill members. Our third goal is to ensure safe, timely return of our injured/ill
members to the workforce. And finally, to reduce the costs related to disability both directly and indirectly.
Key components of the Return-to-Work Program include promoting a change in how we perceive individuals who
have a temporary or permanent impairment and are able to continue to be productive members of the
workforce. It also includes training, both in person and by video, for supervisors and members about the program
and how to proactively respond to injuries and/or illness. The training is provided by Risk Management who plays
an integral role in the program.
The RTW Coordinator conducts in-person visits, in Occupational Health, with employees to assess medical recovery,
RTW barriers, physical job requirements and modified duty opportunities. The RTW Coordinator maintains
communication between the injured/ill member, the physician, field nurse case manager and the supervisor to
preserve a good working relationship and attempt to avoid any potentially negative implications. The RTW
Coordinator also assists in finding transitional employment that is appropriate for the member’s abilities. Medical
research has shown that people recover more quickly if they remain active and return to their normal routine as
soon as possible, thereby limiting isolation and allowing continuous employer and employee connectivity. As
participants in the Return-to-Work Program, members become an active part of the recovery process.
Occupational Health averages 150 - 160 occupational, verified duty visits per month. The RTW Coordinator
participates in department Open Claim Reviews, Disabilities Committee Meetings and provides updated
information. The program has been successful in assisting departments in finding reasonable accommodations for
employees with permanent impairments from on-the-job injuries, as well as finding permanent alternate jobs for
those individuals who were unable to continue in their original position. The program has also successfully placed
employees with temporary restrictions in alternate locations within the City when their employing department was
unable to provide light duty. This facilitates a reduction in the number of lost time days for workers’ compensation
claims, reducing indemnity costs.
It is the Policy of the city to provide compensation and leave to employees who have sustained a job-related injury
or illness. These employees are unable to perform essential job functions. Employees covered under this policy are
placed in a “Lost Time” status. The employee continues to be paid while unable to work. The volume of lost time
continues to be an issue for the city.
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Supporting Data
This section of the Risk Management annual report presents information as a context for
understanding the information presented in earlier sections of this report.
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Exhibit 1
The following table shows the number of workers’ compensation claims filed per department for the past
five fiscal years. The departments are sorted by claims filed in FY17 from largest to smallest. The
departments listed may not match the departments listed in the workers’ compensation payments table
(Exhibit 1) since the payments made in a fiscal year may be on a claim incurred in a prior fiscal year.
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Exhibit 2
The following table shows payments made on workers’ compensation claims/benefits per
department for the past five fiscal years 5. The departments are sorted by total amount paid in
FY17 from largest to smallest. Only departments that had a payment are listed.

The top 10 departments accounted for 99% of the workers’ compensation payments made in FY17.
Payments made in FY17 include payments for claims incurred in previous fiscal years. The following
chart shows the distribution of payments for claims paid in FY17 for those incurred in FY17 and
prior fiscal years for the top 10 departments. The city continues to pay significant amounts on claims
incurred in prior fiscal years.
5 Amounts listed

in this table are on a cash basis of accounting while amounts in the financial statements and other sections of this report are on an accrual basis of
accounting. As a result, the amounts may not agree.
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Exhibit 3
The following table shows the number of general liability claims filed per department for the past
five fiscal years. The departments are sorted by claims filed in FY17 from largest to smallest. The
departments listed may not match the departments listed in the general liability payments table
(Exhibit 4) since the payments made in a fiscal year may be on a claim incurred in a prior fiscal
year.
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Exhibit 4
The following table shows payments made on general liability claims per department for the past
five fiscal years6. The departments are sorted by total amount paid in FY17 from largest to
smallest. Only departments that had a payment are listed.

6 Amounts listed

in this table are on a cash basis of accounting while amounts in the financial statements and other sections of this report are on an accrual basis of
accounting. As a result, the amounts may not agree.
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Exhibit 5
The following table shows the number of automobile liability claims filed per department for the
past five fiscal years. The departments are sorted by claims filed in FY17 from largest to smallest.
The departments listed may not match the departments listed in the general liability payments table
(Exhibit 6) since the payments made in a fiscal year may be on a claim incurred in a prior fiscal
year.
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Exhibit 6
The following table shows payments made on automobile liability claims per department for the
past five fiscal years7. The departments are sorted by total amount paid in FY17 from largest to
smallest. Only departments that had a payment are listed.

7 Amounts listed

in this table are on a cash basis of accounting while amounts in the financial statements and other sections of this report are on an accrual basis of
accounting. As a result, the amounts may not agree.
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Exhibit 11
History of Actuarial Accrued Liability and Available Cash
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Terms and Definitions
Actuarial Report - Result of an actuary's study of an organization's loss experience, using probability theory and
other methods of statistical analysis. Can be used to determine an insured's projected losses, a self-insured's
liability accruals, the adequacy of a property and casualty insurer's statutory loss reserves, or a life insurer's
unearned premium (technical) reserves.
Automobile Liability Insurance - Insurance that protects the insured against financial loss because of legal
liability for automobile-related injuries to others or damage to their property by an auto.
Average Weekly Wage (AWW) - An employee's pre-injury earning capacity, based on earnings in the 12 month
period directly preceding a work-related injury or illness. The formula for calculating average weekly wage in
Virginia equals earnings of the injured employee in the capacity in which he was working at the time of the injury,
for the 52 weeks preceding the injury divided by the number of weeks worked.
Benchmarking - The act of comparing a measurement to a standard. It shows you where you are and helps you
decide where you want to go.
Bodily Injury - Liability insurance term that includes bodily harm, sickness, or disease, including resulting death.
Bond - A three-party contract in which one party, the surety, guarantees the performance or honesty of a second
party, the principal (obligor), to the third party (oblige) to whom the performance or debt is owed.
Claim - A demand by an individual or corporation to recover, under a policy of insurance, for loss which may
come within that policy (first party claim). A demand brought by persons allegedly injured or harmed by the
insured (third party claim).
Claimant - The person making a claim. Use of the word "claimant" usually denotes that the person has not yet
filed a lawsuit. Upon filing a lawsuit, claimant becomes a plaintiff, but the terms are often used interchangeably.
Compensable - An injury or illness that meets the statutory standard and qualifies an employee to receive
workers compensation benefits.
Contributory Negligence - Negligence of a plaintiff or claimant constituting a partial cause or aggravation of his
or her injury. This doctrine bars relief to the plaintiff in a lawsuit if the plaintiff's own negligence contributed to the
damage. Contributory negligence has been superseded in some states by other methods of apportioning liability.
Deductible - A portion of covered loss that is not paid by the insurer. Most property insurance policies contain a
per-occurrence deductible provision that stipulates that the deductible amount specified in the policy declarations
will be subtracted from each covered loss in determining the amount of the insured's loss recovery.
Depreciation - The decrease in the value of property over a period of time, usually as result of age, wear and
tear from use, or economic obsolescence. Actual physical depreciation (wear and tear from use) is subtracted
from the replacement cost of insured property in determining its actual cash value. Courts in some jurisdictions
have allowed insurers to deduct depreciation due to economic obsolescence as well.
Disability for Workers’ Compensation - A condition that incapacitates a person in some way so that he or she
cannot carry on normal duties. Disability may be total, partial, permanent, or temporary, or a combination of
these.
Excess Insurance - A policy or bond covering the insured against certain hazards, and applying only to loss or
damage in excess of a stated amount, or specified primary or self-insurance. That portion of the amount insured
that exceeds the amount retained (self-insured) by an entity for its own account.
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Excess Workers Compensation Insurance - A type of coverage available for risks that choose to self-insure the
majority of workers compensation loss exposures. Two categories of coverage are available: specific, which
controls loss severity by placing a cap on losses the insured must pay arising out of a single occurrence; and
aggregate, which addresses loss frequency by providing coverage once a cumulative per occurrence loss limit is
breached.
Fiduciary Liability - The responsibility on trustees, employers, fiduciaries, professional administrators, and the
plan itself with respect to errors and omissions in the administration of employee benefit programs as imposed by
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA).
Frequency - The likelihood that a loss will occur. Expressed as low frequency (meaning the loss event is possible
but the event has rarely happened in the past and is not likely to occur in the future), moderate frequency
(meaning the loss event has happened once in a while and can be expected to occur sometime in the future), or
high frequency (meaning the loss event happens regularly and can be expected to occur regularly in the future).
Workers compensation losses normally have a high frequency as do automobile collision losses. General liability
losses are usually of a moderate frequency, and property losses often have a low frequency.
General Liability Insurance - Insurance protecting entities from most liability exposures other than automobile
and professional liability.
Gross Negligence - Willful and wanton misconduct.
Hard Market - One side of the insurance market cycle that is characterized by high rates, low limits, and
restricted coverage.
Incurred Losses - The total amount of paid claims and loss reserves associated with a particular period of time,
usually a policy year. Incurred losses are customarily computed in accordance with the following formula: loss
occurring and paid during the period, plus outstanding losses reserved at the end of the period. This does not
ordinarily include incurred but not reported (IBNR) losses.
Incurred but not Reported (IBNR) Losses - An estimate of the amount of an insurer's (or self-insurer's) liability for
claim-generating events that have taken place but have not yet been reported to the insurer or self-insurer. The
sum of IBNR losses plus incurred losses provides an estimate of the insurer's eventual liabilities for losses during a
given period.
Indemnity Payments - The losses paid or expected to be paid directly to an insured by an insurer for first-party
(e.g., property) coverage or on behalf of an insured for third-party (e.g., liability) coverage. The losses paid or
expected to be paid directly to an insured by an insurer for coverage. Restoration to the victim of a loss up to the
amount of the loss.
Insurance - A contractual relationship that exists when one party (the insurer) for a consideration (the premium)
agrees to reimburse another party (the insured) for loss to a specified subject (the risk) caused by designated
contingencies (hazards or perils) up to predetermined limits.
Insurance Policy - In broad terms, the entire printed insurance contract. Generally, an insurance policy is
assembled with a combination of various standard forms, including a declarations page, coverage form, and
endorsements. Sometimes a cause of loss form is also required. Together these forms delineate the coverage term,
the insurance policy limits, the grant of coverage, exclusions and other limitations of coverage, and the duties and
responsibilities of the insured in the event of a loss.
Insurance Recovery Fund - This fund was created in Fiscal Year 08-09 to track recoveries or subrogation.
Automobile insurance claim recoveries under $1,000 go back into the Automotive Services parts line item.
Recoveries over $1,000 go into the General Fund-Insurance Recovery Fund Revenue account. Automobile Services
may ask City Council to appropriate these funds. This action will not artificially inflate expenditures and provide
an audit trail.
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Insurance Requirements - The part of a commercial contract in which the types and minimum amounts of
insurance the parties agree to provide in connection with their performance of the contract are specified.
Liability - Any legally enforceable obligation. Within the context of insurance, the obligation to pay a monetary
award for injury or damage caused by one's negligent or statutorily prohibited action.
Liability Limits - The stipulated sum or sums beyond which an insurance company is not liable for payments due to
a third party. The insured remains legally liable above the limits.
Loss Control - A risk management technique that seeks to reduce the possibility that a loss will occur and/or
reduce the severity of those that do occur. Also known as risk control or safety. Driver training programs are loss
control programs that seek to reduce the likelihood of accidents occurring. Sprinkler systems are loss control
devices that reduce the severity of loss by fire.
Loss Reserve - An estimate of the value of a claim or group of claims not yet paid. A case reserve is an estimate
of the amount for which a particular claim will ultimately be settled or adjudicated. Insurers will also set reserves
for their entire books of business to estimate their future liabilities. Expenses of adjusting claims, e.g., allocated
claim expenses; court costs, fees, and expenses of independent adjusters, lawyers, witnesses, and other expenses
that can be charged to specific claims; and unallocated claim expenses which represent salaries and other
overhead expenses that are incurred in adjusting and recording claims but which cannot be charged against
specific claims.
Occupational Disease - Any abnormal condition or disorder, other than one resulting from an occupational injury,
that is caused by, or alleged to be caused by, exposure to environmental factors associated with employment,
including acute and chronic illnesses or diseases that may be caused by inhalation, absorption, ingestion, or direct
contact. State workers compensation laws vary as to whether coverage is afforded for occupational disease.
Occupational Injury - An injury arising in the course and scope of employment that is caused by factors
associated with the work undertaken.
Occurrence Year - The time period defined by a body of losses composed of all claims occurring during a
particular 12 month period.
Paid Losses - That portion of incurred losses actually paid out by an insurer or self-insured entity.
Permanent Partial Disability - A workers compensation disability level in which the injured employee is still able
to work but not with the skill and efficiency demonstrated prior to the injury. As a result, the earning capability of
the worker is affected. Workers compensation statute provides for scheduled benefits based on the percentage
of disability.
Permanent Total Disability - A class of workers compensation disability in which the injured employee is
incapable of ever working again at any employment. It becomes a lifetime award without the 500 week
imitation.
Premium - The amount of money an insurer charges to provide the coverage described in the policy or bond.
Property Damage - As defined in the general liability policy, physical injury to tangible property including
resulting loss of use and loss of use of tangible property that has not been physically injured.
Reserves - The amount of funds necessary to meet all future costs related to an insurance claim. Reserves are the
“best” estimate of the additional amount that will need to be paid out against a claim. Reserves are an unfunded
liability that must be paid as costs are incurred.
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Return-to-Work Program - A post-injury program that returns injured employees to some type of work as soon as
medically possible. Even if the injured workers are impaired, temporary or modified duties can be assigned that
take into consideration the impairments. The end result is the reduction of indemnity costs associated with the
claims and a greater chance for recovery.
Risk Management - The practice of identifying and analyzing loss exposures and taking steps to minimize the
financial impact of the risks they impose.
Risk Management Techniques - Methods for treating risks. Traditional risk management techniques for handling
event risks include risk retention, contractual or noninsurance risk transfer, risk control, risk avoidance, and
insurance transfer.
Risk Retention - Planned acceptance of losses by deductibles, deliberate non-insurance and loss-sensitive plans
where some, but not all, risk is consciously retained rather than transferred.
Risk Retention Group (RRG) -A group self-insurance plan or group captive insurer operating under the auspices
of the Federal Liability Risk Retention Act (RRA) of 1986 that can cover all the liability exposures, other than
workers compensation exposures, of its owners. Risk retention groups are not subject to the individual state laws
that would otherwise prohibit the formation of group captives or make it difficult to form or operate them.
Self-Insurance - A system whereby a firm sets aside an amount of its monies to provide for any losses that
occur—losses that could ordinarily be covered under an insurance program. The monies that would normally be
used for premium payments are added to this special fund for payment of losses incurred. Self-insurance is a
means of capturing the cash flow benefits of unpaid loss reserves and also offers the possibility of reducing
expenses typically incorporated within a traditional insurance program. It involves a formal decision to retain risk
rather than insure it and is distinguished from noninsurance or retention of risks through deductibles, by a
formalized plan or system to pay losses as they occur.
Severity - The amount of damage that is (or that may be) inflicted by a loss or catastrophe. Sometimes quantified
as a severity rate, which is a ratio relating the amount of loss to values exposed to loss during a specified period
of time.
Soft Market - One side of the insurance market cycle that is characterized by low rates, high limits, flexible
contracts, and high availability of coverage.
Temporary Partial Disability - A workers compensation disability level in which the injured worker is temporarily
precluded from performing a certain set of job skills but who can still work at a reduced level. Since the condition
is temporary, compensation is based on the difference between the two earning levels, AWW before the injury
and the amount after the injury. This is subject to the 500 week limitation.
Temporary Total Disability - One of the four divisions of disability compensable under workers compensation.
This level of disability reflects an injury that has rendered the employee completely unable to perform any job
functions on a temporary basis. The employee is expected to make a full recovery and return to work. In the
interim, compensation paid is 66 2/3% of weekly wages until the worker returns to the job.
Third-Party Administrator (TPA) -A firm that handles various types of administrative responsibilities, on a fee-for
-services basis, for organizations involved in self-insured programs. These responsibilities typically include claims
administration, loss control, risk management information systems, and risk management consulting.
Total Cost of Risk - Total cost of risk is the sum of all aspects of an organization’s operations that relate to risk,
including retained (uninsured) losses and related loss adjustment expenses, risk control costs, insurance premiums,
and administrative costs.
Workers’ Compensation - The system by which no-fault statutory benefits prescribed in state law are provided
by an employer to an employee (or the employee's family) due to a job-related injury (including death) resulting
from an accident or occupational disease.
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The new Kempsville Recreation Center opened its doors in June 2017.
Originally built in 1977, it was the city’s first community recreation
center. After closing two years for a full reconstruction, Kempsville is
an 87,116 square foot state-of-the-art facility featuring an indoor pool
with zero-depth entry, aqua track, double gymnasium, 1/8-mile indoor
walking/jogging track and so much more.
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